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Cosmological evolution ends up with the human gene chromo-
some architecture. Since in nature rules crystallization process we 
have to write the topological configuration of crystallography. So,

It owes to

Thus, we will use crystallography in the form

Deeper analysis in absolute geometry shows that

Topological configurations may be written shorter or longer, but 
they are never wrong provided only that topological numbers in-
volved are true. Looking at the stereochemistry of gene code we 
write a configuration (6)

This complies with the standard mechanisms of geometry

Or simply

It is compulsory that any integer occurring in the theory can and 
must be justified as not accidental, but harmonious in the system.
In the given case

Topology of the human chromosome structure in Denver’s classi-
fication might be written as (10)

Consequently, the the human genetics configuration equals to

The HI on the right is justified by the most fundamental resource 
of the system (12)

Considering the human genetics problem, we touch deepest possi-
ble layers of reality and by the reason the absolute system achieves 
here the following record first order approximation precision

According to absolute geometry, life is an intrinsic property of 
matter. Simple foundations of geometry grow into the complexity 
of the organic life form on the Earth globe.
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